
 

 

AZRIE IZHAM HAMZAH 

BACKGROUND 

He is a graduate of The Bachelor of writing with honors (Film and television writing) in 

2014 and a master of Creative Arts degree in 2019 at the National Academy of Arts 

Culture and Heritage (ASWARA). He is skilled in Screen Content Writing (Film, 

Television & Digital), construction and mapping of creative ideas for Screen, 

development and character Fiction, New Media Content Development, as well as Film 

Studies. He has been a professional writer since 2011. Writing in a variety of mediums 

writing includes TV dramas, documentaries, magazines and TV programmes as well 

as commercials Digital. He actively contributed writings to literary magazine issues 

Language and literature Hall as well as various online portals such as Cukaria and 

Selangor Literature. In 2019, he was selected to represent Malaysia as a guest writer 

at Yogyakarta Literary Festival 2019 which brings together writers from countries 

ASEAN. 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

Azrie has experience writing various genres of fiction for the screen including 

Kompang Abang Zabidi (Astro Warna), sitcom Jambu 60( RTM), sitcom left-handed 

Boy (RTM), Order to eat (TV3), Light and Love (Nurflix Original Series), an OTT 



platform that developed for the Southeast Asian market. Telemovie writing cappuccino 

love is a cross-country production involved in the production of Radio Television 

Brunei and Mediacorp Suria Singapore. In 2023, he had the opportunity to write a 

telefilm titled Angin produced by RTM Television Drama Unit in conjunction with the 

National Day celebration. He is also experienced in writing documentaries engraved 

in the sky (RTM), narrative Hidden (RTM), yesterday in Malaysia (RTM), Story 

Bookstore (FINAS) and The Dark Sky (FINAS) which involves filming in 10 

destinations that get UNESCO recognition as International Dark Sky Reserve like 

Tromso (Norway) La Palma (Spain) and Tasmania (Australia). Azrie contributes his 

writing creativity to develop ideas and content digital for major brands such as Baba's 

Malaysia, Domino's Malaysia & Singapore, Yeo's Malaysia and other brands. In 

addition to writing, he also contributed expertise as an industry advisory Panel the 

Southern University College and content advisor Yayasan Maghfirah Malaysia as well 

as some local start-up companies. He also shares his expertise in his involvement as 

a specialist in the study of Roadmap to Oscar Malaysia - RMK12-a project under 

FINAS 


